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Alumina, sapphire and silicon optical elements are used for the detection of cosmic microwave
background radiation with its peak intensity between 0.5 and 10 mm. The reflectivity of such material is high but can be reduced with sub-wavelength structures acting as an anti-reflective coating.
Required structure height of over 1 mm can be produced by laser machining. Using ultra-short laser
pulses we machined > 1 mm high pyramidal structures on sapphire and alumina. The laser process
has been optimized to achieve high area structuring speeds for 1 mm high structures, up to
425 mm²/h. The structured surfaces have been analysed with secondary-electron microscopy, optical
confocal microscopy, and transmission spectroscopy in the 100 GHz range and provide an antireflection coating for optical elements in the millimeter wave-length.
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Detailed investigation of ablation parameters is necessary to achieve efficient machining. This is particularly
important for large optical elements, exceeding few cm in
diameter, for which the combination of SWS depth and
machined area can make ablation times prohibitively long.
In this paper we report on fabrication of SWS on alumina and sapphire. We also describe how the geometric
parameters of the ablated shapes and the ablation rate depend on laser parameters.

1. Introduction
In the millimeter wave-band alumina, sapphire and silicon have an index of refraction n~3 and are therefore useful as optical components. For example, several experiments that measure properties of the cosmic microwave
background radiation (CMB), which has its peak intensity
between 0.5 and 10 mm, use these materials [1-4]. But the
high index also requires an anti-reflection coating (ARC) to
reduce the ~30% reflection per surface. An effective ARC
is provided with a single λ/4 thick layer that has an index of
√ , but this ARC is useful over only ~25% bandwidth.
Patterning the surface of optical elements with subwavelength structures (SWS) gives an ARC with significantly broader bandwidths. Southwell showed that bandwidths up to 100% can be achieved [5]. An ARC made with
SWS is also beneficial because it is more robust in cryogenic applications, as is the case with many CMB instruments.
Datta et al. describe patterning of silicon with SWS using commercially available dicing saws [6]. This technique
extends the mechanical machining used by Hanany and his
collaborators on rexolite [7]. But sapphire and alumina
have Knoop hardness that is > 2 and 2 times larger than
rexolite and silicon, respectively, and thus not amenable to
mechanical machining.
In this paper we study the structuring of sapphire and
alumina using ablation with ultra-short pulsed laser radiation. With laser ablation a wide variety of shapes can be
produced, including shapes without sharp corners such as
the one demonstrated by Datta et al [6]. Furthermore, there
is a promise for better shape-repeatability because there is
no wear and tear of the tool throughout the process.

2. Experimental setup
2.1 Sample Characteristics and Shape requirements
We ablate one side of 50 mm diameter alumina and ccut sapphire disks. The pre-ablated disks are 2-4 mm thick.
Alumina is sintered aluminum oxide, while sapphire is a
single crystal. The index of refraction in the visible waveband, as appropriate for our laser system, is approximately
1.77 [8].
The shape of the SWS designed for this study is shown
in Fig. 1 and Tab. 1 gives the design values of the parameters.
Table 1 Design parameters for structured samples

Sample
All

Height
in µm
810

Pitch
in µm
330

Peak width
in µm
60

, is a useful measThe aspect ratio, defined as
ure of the difficulty of machining narrow and tall structures, as are needed for broadband ARC. The aspect ratio
for the current SWS is at maximum 3.3 but ultimately aspect ratios near a = 7 are required to provide an ARC over
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the desired 300 GHz of bandwidth between ~50 and 350
GHz.
2.2 Estimation of ablated shape
Ablation of materials with ultra-short laser pulses can
be in general understood with the two temperature model
(TTM) [9-10]. In this model different temperatures are associated with the electron- and phonon-systems of the processed material. The model appropriately describes ablation
with a single laser pulse [11]. However, for the current task
this approach is computationally demanding because it
would require approximately 451 thousand pulses to simulate the fabrication of the unit cell of the pyramidal structure.
Schütz et al. proposed using a state function model for
laser ablation [12]; this technique is more appropriate here
as it drastically reduces the amount of calculations necessary. Using this model we estimate the maximum structure
height h, measured relative to the originally planar surface
that can be achieved given beam focus position and fluence
Φpro. We project the beam onto a sloped surface that is tilted with a known flank angle αfl and find the depth at which
the fluence no longer exceeds the ablation threshold. This
gives the maximum height h. Figure 1 illustrates the approach.
a)

b)

Fig. 2 Decrease of the projected fluence as a function of the flank
angle (red). The laser fluence at zero incidence angle is
Φ=33 J/cm² (flank angle 0°). The ablation threshold Φthres (blue
horizontal) is set to an arbitrary value. Its crossing with local fluence function gives the maximum flank angle (black, vertical).

A simulation of the pyramidal topology with a maximum local fluence of Φpro = 33 J/cm² is shown in Fig. 3.
We measured the ablation threshold for sapphire to be
Φthres = 680 ± 60 mJ/cm², see Section 3.3. At these conditions a theoretical maximum structure height of
h ≈ 925 ± 41 µm can be achieved. With a pitch of 330 µm
and a resulting flank of 81.7 ° the expected aspect ratio is
3.4. Fabricated sapphire structures are shown in Figure 3 b.
The measured flank angle for this sample is 79.1 °. We find
reasonable agreement between expected and achieved flank
angle of the structures.
Due to the chosen structure distance of the pyramids
the structure is rounded near the base, such that the top
looks like a pyramid while the bottom is more accurately
described via a cone topology.

flank angle 0°

flank angle 60°

a)

b)

Fig. 1 Projection of the spot area in focal position on a tilted
surface, a) 2D-sketch, b) deformation of the laser intensity for
different angles of incidence; different projected fluences due to
the flank angles

The projected laser fluence Φpro and the flank angle of a
tilted surface αfl is given by
∙
and
(1)
∙

Fig. 3 a) Topology simulation for sapphire; head k = 60 µm, pitch
p = 330 µm, local fluence Φpro = 33 J/cm², ablation threshold
Φthres =0.68 J/cm², flank angle αfl = 81.7 °; b) optical image stack
of a structured sapphire surface, the cones are approx. 700 µm
high, pitch p = 330 µm

²

/ ∙

,

(2)

where
is the laser pulse energy. The projected spot diameter dpro is the Euclidean distance from the sides of the
tilted spot at 1/e². The decrease of the projected fluence
Φpro as a function of the flank angle is given in Fig. 2.
When the ablation threshold, Φthres, is known the maximum possible flank angle αfl,max is calculable using standard geometry; it is illustrated in Fig. 2. The achievable
height h is determined using Eq. 2 at a given pitch p and a
head size k.

2.3 Laser system and beam characteristics
The laser setup consists of a pico-second laser source
with a second harmonic generator (tp ≈ 7 ps, λ = 515 nm,
frep ≤ 400 kHz, M² ≈ 1.04), and a scanner system. The scanner is equipped with f-theta objective lenses with focal
lengths of 255 mm and 100 mm to achieve different spot
sizes. We measured a laser spot diameter at the sample surface at 1/e² of dfoc= 30 µm and dfoc= 17 µm using a Primes
MicroSpotMonitor, see Fig. 4. The Rayleigh length zR was
1.14 mm and 380 µm.
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∙
,
(6)
whereas d defines the delay for marking dmark, the laser on
delay dlon and the laser off delay dloff. We defined an overall
area ablation speed va, which is a useful quantity for scaling
processing times from small samples to larger ones
∙

(7)

where A is the area of the processed sample.
However, the area speed and the final shape of the SWS
depend on the specific ablation parameters including laser
power, scan pattern, scan speed, and beam focus position.

Fig. 4 Beam profile and laser beam caustic
Table 2 Investigated laser parameter range
Laser Parameter
Range
Pulse Energy Ep
5 - 75
Repetition rate frep
10 - 400
Scanning velocity v
800 - 6000
z-position multiples of zR around
5-7
focal position
1-400
Number of passes Np

,

3. Results
3.1 Ablation threshold
We determined the ablation threshold using the procedure described by Liu [13]. We find values of
Φthres = 680 ± 60 mJ/cm² and 580 ± 100 mJ/cm² for sapphire and alumina, respectively. At these conditions and
with a pitch of 330 µm a theoretical pyramid height of
h ≈ 925 ± 41 µm for sapphire and h ≈ 1013 ± 90 µm for
alumina can be achieved. These values are in general
agreement with measurements of these samples [14] and in
Tab. 3.
The uncertainty in the measured ablation threshold is
large compared to other measurements (see for example
Gamaly et. al. [15]). We hypothesize that this is due to
changes in the opto-thermal properties of the material during the course of ablation. The 17 % uncertainty with alumina could also arise from variation in material uniformity.
Further research on this topic is ongoing. We note that
away from the focal point the laser beam is slightly deformed, but this effect should not affect the ablation
threshold significantly due to slight variation in laser fluence.

Unit
µJ
kHz
mm/s

2.4 Laser scanning strategy
The laser is scanned across the stationary surface Np
times. Each scan pass is a raster pattern giving all ablation
lines in the x direction, then all ablation lines in the y direction; see Fig. 5. The depth of the grooves increases with
each of the Np passes.

3.2 Pyramid depth vs. repetition rate
We measured pyramid height as a function of the repetition rate frep, see Fig. 6, at constant scan passes Np = 25.
The scanning velocity v has been decreased with increase
of the repetition rate to keep the same number of pulses per
position Nppp
∙

Fig. 5 Scanning strategy with different trajectories (blue and red
lines); magnified view

The laser processing time τ per scan pass for a certain
pattern with distinct line length is a function of three factors: the actual laser active time for material processing τl,
the process jump duration for the repositioning of the laser
spot for a new scanning line τd, and the delay time between
the response of the laser system and the scanning device τr.
This can be written as
.
(3)
Each of the contributions in Equation 3 is given by
/
,
(4)
/
,
(5)
where
is the length of a single continuous laser ablais the distance between consecutive
tion process,
is the scan speed, and
is the speed when
lines,
moving between adjacent lines.
For a total of Nlines per scan path characteristic laserscanner delay time is given by

.

(8)

Fig. 6 Structure height as a function of the repetition rate frep for
alumina (blue) and sapphire (red); Ep = 75 µJ, Np = 25, Nppp = 6.8,
dfoc = 17 µm processing in focal plane, structure distance
p = 330 µm
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For all repetition rates the height achieved with alumina
is larger by ~40 µm compared to sapphire. This result is
qualitatively consistent with the difference in ablation
thresholds. With both materials, higher repetition rates lead
to higher structures. We believe this is due to thermal accumulation between the single laser pulses.

a)

3.3 Beam focus position
We assessed the effect of the focus position on the ablation process. The experiments were conducted with a beam
size of 17 µm and the focus position was varied in increments of Rayleigh length (380 µm) from the surface inwards, whereas the surface is set to 0. We used 4 different
pulse energies, and for each pulse energy we used 5 differ(see Equation 5). The goal in changing
ent values of
was to mimic the effect of processing a larger physical
area, leading to a larger time delay between two consecutive scans. The results for sapphire are shown in Fig. 7; the
results with alumina are similar. The different colored lines
represent mimic areas of 1 mm² (blue line), 13 mm² (red
line), 36 mm² (green line), 100 mm² (pink line), and
440 mm² (gray line) in Fig. 7.

40µJ

b)

Fig. 8 Laser processed alumina (a) and sapphire (b) as a function
of the number of passes Np. For each value of Np we show an array of 3x3 pyramids. The other ablation parameters are:
Ep = 60 µJ, Nppp = 12, frep = 400 kHz, focal position x·zR = 1 to the
material, and dfoc = 30 µm spot size.

a)

50µJ
b)

60µJ

75µJ

Fig. 7 Sapphire structure height as a function of beam focus position, pulse energy and laser repositioning time
, mimic areas
with 1 mm² (blue line), 13 mm² (red line), 36 mm² (green line),
100 mm² (pink line), and 440 mm² (gray line), Other ablation
parameters are Np = 25, Nppp = 6.8, frep = 400 kHz, and
dfoc = 17 µm

c)

We observe that for maximum structure height the optimal focus position is generally between 2-4 Rayleigh
lengths inside the material and has a weak dependence on
pulse energy. It is closer to 4 for the 75 µJ pulse energy, but
closer to 2 for the 40 µJ at comparative larger structure
heights. We ascribe these characteristics to laser processed
area dependent heat accumulation, which alters the optical
properties of the material. Therefore larger mimic areas
have smaller structure heights (gray and pink line in Fig. 7)
than smaller mimic areas with more heat accumulation
(blue and red line in Fig. 7).
3.4 Processing and achieved area velocities
We investigated the dependence of the height of the
pyramids on the number of scans Np. Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the ablation up to Np = 100, but we used up to
Np = 400. Fig. 9 gives the resultant geometric measurements.

Fig. 9 a) Structure depth as a function of number of passes; b)
flank angle as a function of passes; c) Structure depth as a function of area speed; parameters: Ep = 75 µJ, and frep = 400 kHz red
line dfoc = 30 µm (Nppp = 12), blue line dfoc = 17 µm (Nppp = 6.8);
black line in b) theoretical maximum flank angle; focus position
was set to 4 times zR into the material; used material sapphire
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In Fig. 9 we quantify the evolution of the height with
Np. The majority of the ablation is achieved within the first
100 passes. We find that the final flank angle closely
matches the predicted value as calculated in Section 2.1
and shown in Fig. 9 b. The structures have rounded edges
toward their bases resembling cones. Also, as expected,
groove intersections have the deepest depths. The measured
structure height is in a good agreement with predictions.
We measure a maximum area speed of va = 425 mm²/h for
sapphire and va = 405 mm²/h for alumina for 1 mm deep
structures with the scan pattern shown in Fig. 2; see Fig.
9c.
Such a high area speed enables the processing of large,
400 mm diameter, wafers at a stable laser power output in
the relatively short time, for this application, of less than
two weeks for a sapphire optical element.

a)

3.5 Transmission spectra of processed samples
We measured transmission spectra for an alumina and a
sapphire sample; see Fig. 10. The transmission measurements and their comparison to predictions are described by
Matsumura et al [14]. There is broad agreement between
measurements and predictions. The geometrical parameters
of the designed and the manufactured samples are given in
Tab. 3. The height difference between alumina and sapphire
of approximately 15 % is in a good agreement to the difference of the ablation thresholds, whereas the standard deviations are below the estimated value. The standard deviations of the peak width and the pitch are associated on the
one hand to the scanning accuracy of the galvo-scanner (23 µm), and on the other hand to the opto-thermal change of
the material properties during laser processing. Due to
boundary considerations, the samples have been full area
structured with different strategies. In the case of sapphire
the area has been filled with stitched laser processed
squares of an edge length of 3.3 mm and for alumina a continuous laser pattering has been applied with an edge length
of 27 mm. Matsumura et al. discuss sources of measurement discrepancies in Fig. 10 in more detail.

b)

Fig. 10 Transmittance as a function of frequency; blue line prediction for the smallest structures, green prediction for the tallest
structures; red and cyan dots measured transmittance spectra; a)
Sapphire with photo inlet of the sample and b) Alumina with photo inlet of the sample; [data taken from 14]

4. Summary and outlook
We demonstrated that laser ablation is a suitable tool to
machine mm-size SWS on alumina and sapphire, which are
otherwise difficult to process. Such structures can serve as
effective broad band anti-reflection coatings in the mmwave band of frequencies. The presented model is able to
predict the height of the structures, and we find agreement
with the fabricated structures. The dependence of the ablation on pulse energy, repetition rate, and beam focus position has been demonstrated. We find that beam focus position is particularly important, because the structure dimensions depend on the surface irradiating beam size and energy as far as 4 times the Rayleigh lengths away from the
focal position. This is associated with the time dependent
changes of the opto-thermal properties of the material during laser processing.
The area speeds achieved are sufficiently fast that substrates of several hundred mm diameter can be fabricated
within a reasonable amount of time. Such optical elements
are now being used by experiments designed to measure
the cosmic microwave background radiation.
Finally, we find that transmission spectra of samples ablated with SWS structures agree with predictions, demonstrating that SWS structures are an appealing approach for
making anti-reflection coatings in the mm-wave range.

Table 3 Design and achieved geometric parameters of the structured samples

Sample
All
Alumina
Sapphire

Height
Pitch
in µm
in µm
Designed
810
330
Measured
790±60
313±4
715±24
325±4

Peak width
in µm
60
66±8
57±6

Further, the simulation has been extended up to
350 GHz to assess the broadband performance of the laser
machined surface topology. In result, the reflectivity is less
than 3 % from 170-300 GHz for both polarizations and
both materials. A total bandwidth of 130 GHz is achieved
with band averaged reflectivity of 1.5 % [14].
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